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ABSTRACT: A novel approach to ambipolar semiconductors
based on hydrogen-bonded complexes between a star-shaped
tris(triazolyl)triazine and triphenylene-containing benzoic acids
is described. The formation of 1:3 supramolecular complexes was
evidenced by different techniques. Mesogenic driving forces
played a decisive role in the formation of the hydrogen-bonded
complexes in the bulk. All of the complexes formed by
nonmesogenic components gave rise to hexagonal columnar
(Colh) liquid crystal phases, which are stable at room
temperature. In all cases, X-ray diffraction experiments supported
by electron density distribution maps confirmed triphenylene/
tris(triazolyl)triazine segregation into hexagonal sublattices and lattices, respectively, as well as remarkable intracolumnar order.
These highly ordered nanostructures, obtained by the combined supramolecular H-bond/columnar liquid crystal approach,
yielded donor/acceptor coaxial organization that is promising for the formation of ambipolar organic semiconductors with high
mobilities, as indicated by charge transport measurements.

■ INTRODUCTION

The properties of functional materials are frequently enhanced
when they have a well-organized internal structure, and, as a
consequence, molecularly organized supramolecular materials
are promising candidates for applications in organic (opto)-
electronics.1−4 In this respect, it is worth exploiting the ability of
liquid crystals to self-organize in mesophases to obtain functional
architectures.5−8 In particular, discotic liquid crystals (DLC) are
able to stack spontaneously into columns9−11 to give one-
dimensional structures of π-conjugated organic molecules. This
organization facilitates long-range π-orbital overlap that allows,
after appropriate charge injection, intracolumnar charge carrier
mobilities with values close to or comparable to those of
amorphous silicon. These features make columnar liquid crystals
very attractive materials for use as organic semiconductors.9−14

It has been postulated that charge carrier transport in DLCs is
intrinsically ambipolar;15 that is, both hole and electron transport
are possible,16 but ambipolar behavior has only been found for a
few DLCs.15,17−22 The majority of DLCs contain electron-donor
aromatic cores such as triphenylenes, phthalocyanines, and

hexabenzocoronenes, and hole transport has been measured.14

Triphenylene-based mesogens are among the most widely
studied columnar liquid crystals,23 and they show high hole
mobility values in the columnar mesophase.24−30 On the other
hand, some electron-acceptor DLCs derived from azahetero-
cycles such as perylenebisimide, hexaazatriphenylene, and
hexaazatrinaphthylene, to name a few, have been reported to
show electron mobility.31−36

One approach to obtain ambipolar transport in a balanced way
is to create a coaxial p/n heterojunction by using a donor/
acceptor (D/A) system. Recent efforts rely on D/A covalent
amphiphilic dyads37,38 or supramolecular D/A dyads based on
hydrogen bonding39 or ionic interactions,40 which form p/n
heterojunctions in nanostructures by solvent-assisted methods to
provide relevant photoconduction or ambipolar transport. The
columnar mesophase approach has also been directed toward
this end. In contrast to solvent-assisted methods, this approach
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allows self-assembly in the bulk due to mesogenic forces that,
with suitable molecular design, yield D/A segregation in the
column. In this respect, the strategy is based on the covalent
attachment of donor and acceptor units in dyads,41−48

tryads,49−51 or star-shaped52−60 systems, with different degrees
of order reported for the columnar mesophase. A few of them
show ambipolar transport.45,47,51,54 In addition to covalent
systems, ambipolar transport has also been demonstrated for
columnar mesophases formed by mixed donor and acceptor
tapered-dendrons assembled by dipolar interactions.61

We recently described a new star-shaped molecule, tris-
(triazolyl)triazine, which can be readily prepared by means of
click chemistry and has electron-acceptor character and gives rise
to columnar liquid crystals.62,63 Functionalization of this star-
shaped core at the periphery can be achieved by covalent
synthesis. In this way, the electron-acceptor tris(triazolyl)triazine
was covalently linked through a flexible hexamethylene spacer to
three peripheral electron-donor pentaalkoxytriphenylenes, and
the resulting materials had columnar organization with a D/A
coaxial segregation in which the columns were formed by a single
type of discotic unit.64 Moreover, the tris(triazolyl)triazine can
be functionalized by a supramolecular approach. The presence of
triazine and triazole rings means that the tris(triazolyl)triazine is
able to establish hydrogen-bonding interactions with benzoic
acids, thus leading to 1:3 complexes with hexagonal columnar
mesomorphism.65

The results obtained in the previous study led us to envisage
that the organization of donor and acceptors by supramolecular
interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, in synergy with the
mesogenic driving forces in columnar mesophases should be a
favorable and versatile approach to achieve a high level of control
over D/A segregation and hence ambipolar transport.
Accordingly, we report here a new combined supramolecular/

columnar approach for the formation of star-shaped hydrogen-
bonded complexes between a tris(triazolyl)triazine core and
triphenylene-containing benzoic acids. This approach was
developed with the aim of obtaining columnar liquid crystals
with segregated columns of electron donors (triphenylene units)
and electron acceptors (tris(triazolyl)triazine) in a more
straightforward way than for covalently grafted compounds.64

The tris(triazolyl)triazine used as a core, T3C4, has a para-
butoxyphenyl substituent in each triazole ring. These butoxy
terminal chains favor solubility in organic solvents, which is
important for the formation of the supramolecular complexes by
dissolution of a mixture of the components. Three different
triphenylene-based benzoic acids (A-TPC10, A-TPC6, and A-
TPC4) were designed for the preparation of the supramolecular
complexes. The three benzoic acids differ in the length of the
terminal alkoxy chains of the triphenylene unit, that is, decyloxy
chains (A-TPC10), hexyloxy chains (A-TPC6), and butyloxy
chains (A-TPC4), with the aim of studying the influence that
these have on the organization in bulk. In all compounds, the
triphenylene unit is linked to the benzoic acid by means of a
hexamethylene spacer. Mixtures of the T3C4 core and the
aforementioned benzoic acids in a 1:3 ratio, respectively, were
prepared to provide the target supramolecular complexes shown
in Figure 1.
The formation of the supramolecular complexes was

confirmed by spectroscopic techniques. All of the complexes
show hexagonal columnar mesomorphism at room temperature
with intracolumnar order and D/A segregation, as evidenced by
X-ray diffraction and electron density maps. In addition, charge

carrier mobilities were measured, and these highly ordered
materials exhibit ambipolar charge transport properties.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis. The tris(triazolyl)triazine core (T3C4) was

synthesized by a previously reported procedure.65 The
triphenylene-based benzoic acids A-TPC10, A-TPC6, and A-
TPC4 were obtained according to the synthetic pathway outlined
in Scheme 1. The synthetic procedures and characterization data
are gathered in the Supporting Information. The required
monohydroxypentaalkoxytriphenylenes (1a−c) were prepared
in one step from ortho-dialkoxybenzenes by a previously
described method.64 The methyl benzoates 3a−c were obtained
by Williamson etherification of the monohydroxypentaalkoxy-
triphenylenes (1a−c) with methyl 4-(6-bromohexyloxy)-
benzoate (2), which in turn was prepared by Williamson
etherification between methyl 4-hydroxybenzoate and 1,6-
dibromohexane. The alkaline ester hydrolysis of 3a−c with
potassium hydroxide in 1,4-dioxane/water yielded the tripheny-
lene-based benzoic acids A-TPC10, A-TPC6, and A-TPC4.
The hydrogen-bonded complexes were prepared by dissolving

a mixture of the tris(triazolyl)triazine core and the corresponding
benzoic acid in a 1:3 ratio in dichloromethane. After evaporation
of the solvent by continuous stirring at room temperature, the
resulting mixtures were subjected to a thermal treatment in
which the samples were heated to the isotropic liquid state and
then cooled to room temperature.

Thermal Properties and Mesomorphic Behavior. The
thermal properties of both the pure compounds and the H-
bonded complexes were studied by polarizing optical microscopy
(POM) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
The pure compounds used for the preparation of the

complexes are not liquid crystals. As described previously,
T3C4 does not have mesomorphic properties.

65 The tripheny-
lene-based benzoic acids are not mesomorphic despite the fact

Figure 1. Molecular structure of the triphenylene-containing supra-
molecular complexes.
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that they contain the triphenylene unit, which favors columnar
mesomorphism. Instead, they are crystalline materials that, on
cooling from the isotropic state, display different crystal forms
(see Supporting Information).
All of the complexes appear as homogeneous materials by

POM. Moreover, both complex T3C4-TPC10 and complex
T3C4-TPC6 show liquid crystalline behavior, with textures
characteristic of hexagonal columnar mesophases (Figure 2a and
b). Furthermore, as deduced from the DSC cooling scans, both
complexes retain the mesophase at room temperature (Table 1
and Figures S13 and S14), and crystallization was not observed.

In contrast, the freshly prepared complex T3C4-TPC4 did not
show any texture by POM, even on cooling below room
temperature. Moreover, the DSC thermogram for the freshly
prepared complex only shows a glass transition at 29 °C on
heating, and this transition appears in immediately subsequent
heating−cooling cycles (Figure S15). However, after the sample
was annealed above this glass transition, a texture indicative of
mesomorphic behavior was observed (Figure 2c). The columnar
mesophase also developed slowly at room temperature. The
heating cycle performed after annealing gave an endothermic
peak at 73 °C (Table 1 and Figure S16), and this is consistent
with POM observations.
It is noteworthy that, although none of the pure compounds

are liquid crystals, mesomorphic properties are obtained from
nonmesogenic components, a fact that provides strong evidence
for the formation of the 1:3 complexes. Furthermore, the
enthalpies obtained from the DSC thermograms are unusually
high (Table 1), which suggests that the mesophases of these
complexes are highly ordered.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments allowed us to confirm

that all complexes show hexagonal columnar mesomorphism at
room temperature. XRD experiments were carried out on as-
obtained samples for complexes T3C4-TPC10 and T3C4-TPC6,
and after annealing above the glass transition in the case of
complex T3C4-TPC4. Indeed, the X-ray pattern of T3C4-TPC4
immediately after the preparation of the complex (Figure S20)
confirms that it is a disorderedmaterial. The diffractograms of the
complexes at room temperature contain a large number of small-
angle reflections indicating spacings with a ratio of d, d/√3, d/
√4, d/√7, d/√9, d/√12, and d/√13. This is characteristic of a
hexagonal lattice and corresponds to reflections (100), (110),
(200), (210), (300), (220), and (310), respectively. At high

Scheme 1. Synthetic Procedure for the Preparation of the
Triphenylene-Containing Benzoic Acids

Figure 2.Microphotographs of the textures observed by POM for (a) T3C4-TPC10, Colh, 85 °C (cooling), (b) T3C4-TPC6, Colh, 117 °C (cooling), and
(c) T3C4-TPC4, Colh, room temperature (after annealing above the glass transition).

Table 1. Thermal Properties of the Supramolecular
Complexes and Structural Parameters Measured by X-ray
Diffraction

complex
thermal properties

(T, °C; [ΔH, kJ/mol])a
lattice

parameters

T3C4-TPC10 I 80 [25.3] Colh a = 48.0 Å
Colh 86 [27.9] I c = 3.4 Å

T3C4-TPC6 I 129 [79.0] Colh a = 42.4 Å
Colh 139 [89.7] I c = 3.4 Å

T3C4-TPC4 I 17 g
g 29 Ib

Colh 73 [24.0] I
c a = 39.6 Åc

c = 3.4 Åc

aThermal data are given from the first cooling process and the second
heating process at a rate of 10 °C min−1. bAs-obtained complex. cAfter
annealing above the glass transition for 90 h.
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angles, all diffractograms show a diffuse halo at 4.5 Å, and this is
characteristic of the liquid crystal state. In addition, an outer
sharp reflection at 3.4 Å is observed, and this indicates a well-
defined periodicity of the structure along the direction of the
columnar axis. The diffraction data are summarized in Table S1,
and the lattice parameters are listed in Table 1.
Interestingly, in all cases, the (100) reflection is weaker than

the (200) reflection, which is the most intense (Figures 3 and

S17−S19). The model proposed to account for this effect on the
basis of a structure with hexagonal symmetry is shown in Figure
4. According to this model, tris(triazolyl)triazine (blue circles)

and triphenylene (orange circles) units segregate into two
different columns. This segregation takes place because the
orientation of the links between blue and orange circles has two
possibilities, (0°, 120°, 240°) or (60°, 180°, 300°) [see green and
magenta schemes in Figure 5a]. Both orientations must occur
with the same probability in the structure. However, the 2D
positional order is easily explained if only one of the orientations
takes place in a given 2D stratum. In this way, each layer is
densely filled. On the other hand, both orientations can alternate
randomly in successive strata as indicated in Figure 4a.

Consequently, the projection of the structure along the columnar
axis is that represented in Figure 4b, where blue and orange
circles are centered on 6- and 2-fold symmetry axes, respectively.
The figure shows the family of planes that correspond to the
(100) point of the reciprocal lattice. They contain blue and
orange circles and are separated by a distance d. However, as can
be seen, planes that contain only orange circles are intercalated in
the middle between the former, and this causes an interference
effect that contributes to reduce the intensity of the (100)
reflection [and also of the (h00) reflections for h odd]. In
contrast, the (h00) reflections with even h values are reinforced
as they receive the contribution of both kinds of planes
(separated d/2). Furthermore, in the diffractogram of a partially
aligned sample of T3C4-TPC10 (Figure 3a), which was oriented
by mechanical treatment, the (001) reflection (due to the
periodic stacking distance) is reinforced along the alignment
direction, while the (100), (110), (200), and (210) reflections
(low-angle reflections) are reinforced in the perpendicular
direction. This pattern is consistent with a columnar mesophase
in which columns are oriented along the rubbing direction.
The number of molecules that contain the unit cell can be

estimated from the experimental data in Table 1 and assuming a
reasonable density value for these complexes close to 1 g cm−3.
The relationship between the density (ρ) of the complexes and
the measured lattice parameters is given by the equation ρ = (M·
Z)/(NA·V), where M is the molar mass of the 1:3 complex, Z is
the number of molecules in the unit cell, NA is Avogadro’s
number, and V is the unit cell volume (V = a·a√3/2·c·10−24).
For all three complexes, a value of Z = 1 is obtained. These results
indicate that there is one complex per unit cell, and this value is
consistent with the formation of 1:3 complexes.
In an effort to seek further support for the proposed model,

electron density distributions (Fourier maps) were calculated.
These maps are constructed using the (hk0) reflections, and,
therefore, they represent the projection of the structure on the
(a, b) plane, as shown in the scheme in Figure 4b. The technical
details of the procedure can be found in ref 66 (see also the
Supporting Information).66 The resulting maps (Figure 5)
clearly indicate the segregation between columns of tris-
(triazolyl)triazine and columns of triphenylene, as indicated in
Figure 4. It can be observed that triphenylene units (oval shape)
are organized around the core T3C4 (circular shape) with
hexagonal symmetry.

Study of the Formation of the Complexes in the
Mesophase. Additional support for the formation of 1:3
complexes in the mesophase was obtained by infrared spectros-
copy and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
experiments.
The infrared spectra of both the complexes and the pure

compounds were recorded at room temperature. For complexes
T3C4-TPC10 (Figure S21) and T3C4-TPC6 (Figure 6a), the C
O stretching band is observed at around 1709 cm−1, and this
indicates complex formation between T3C4 and benzoic acids.

65

This band appears at a different position from the CO
stretching band of the triphenylene-containing benzoic acids A-
TPCn. For these acids, the CO stretching bands appear
between 1683 and 1695 cm−1, depending on the crystalline form,
and correspond to the hydrogen-bonded dimers (see Supporting
Information). Moreover, the band corresponding to the
heterocyclic rings is shifted slightly to higher wavenumber
(from 1566 to 1577 cm−1) when the complex is formed.
As for XRD experiments, the infrared spectra of complex

T3C4-TPC4 were recorded both immediately after preparation of

Figure 3.X-ray diffraction patterns recorded at room temperature of (a)
a partially aligned sample of T3C4-TPC10, (b) T3C4-TPC10
(magnification of the low-angle region), (c) T3C4-TPC6, and (d)
T3C4-TPC4 (after annealing above the glass transition).

Figure 4. Scheme of the model proposed for the structure of the
materials under study. Tris(triazolyl)triazine and triphenylene units are
represented by blue and orange circles, respectively. (a) The orientation
of the complexes alternates randomly in successive strata (separated by a
distance c = 3.4 Å) in such a way that blue and orange columns segregate.
(b) The projection of the structure on the (a, b) plane shows hexagonal
symmetry. The family of (100) planes, separated a distance d, is
indicated.
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the complex and after annealing above the glass transition. The
CO stretching bands observed in the spectra are different
(Figure 6b). The spectrum recorded just after the preparation of
the complex shows two CO stretching bands at 1708 and 1685
cm−1, which correspond to the complex and the dimer of the
benzoic acid A-TPC4, respectively. The presence of these two
CO stretching bands suggests that the complex is only partially
formed. However, after annealing, a single CO stretching band
is observed at 1707 cm−1, which is similar to that in the other
complexes and confirms the formation of the 1:3 complex T3C4-
TPC4.
The 13C cross-polarization magic-angle spinning (13C

CPMAS) NMR spectra of the core T3C4, the acid A-TPC6,
and the corresponding complex, T3C4-TPC6, were recorded at
room temperature (Figure 7). According to previous results,65

the most significant evidence for the formation of the complex in
a 1:3 stoichiometry is the shift of the signal corresponding to the
carbon atom of the carbonyl group. In the spectrum of the acid A-
TPC6, a signal at 171.6 ppm, which corresponds to the dimeric
form of the acid, is observed. In the spectrum of T3C4-TPC6, this

signal is not observed, but a signal appears at 166.2 ppm, which is
assigned to the carbonylic carbon and indicates that all of the acid
forms the complex in a 1:3 stoichiometry. The signal
corresponding to the carbon atom of the triazine ring must be
also shifted to lower ppm,65 together with other signals, but it is
difficult to assign these shifts due to signal overlap.

Electrochemical and Charge Transport Properties.
Cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed to study the
electrochemical properties of the complexes (Figures S25−S27).

Figure 5. Electron density maps calculated for (a) T3C4-TPC10, (b) T3C4-TPC6, and (c) T3C4-TPC4 from the diffraction patterns at room
temperature. The green andmagenta schemes in (a) represent the two possible orientations of the complexes in different strata. For a given stratum only
one orientation is present to give rise to a densely filled layer. The scales are in units of the cell parameter a.

Figure 6. Infrared spectra recorded on KBr pellets at room temperature
of (a) T3C4, A-TPC6, and complex T3C4-TPC6 and (b) T3C4-TPC4 as
obtained (bottom) and after annealing above the glass transition (top).
On the right, the 1850−1400 cm−1 region is shown.

Figure 7. 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of T3C4, A-TPC6, and the
corresponding 1:3 complex, T3C4-TPC6, at room temperature. The
most representative signals that shift upon complexation are indicated.
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The cyclic voltammograms were recorded on drop-cast films of
the complexes from solution in CH2Cl2, and the measurements
were performed in an acetonitrile solution of tetrabutylammo-
niumhexafluorophosphate (0.1 M). One reduction wave,
corresponding to the tris(triazolyl)triazine core, and oxidation
waves corresponding to the triphenylene units were observed,
and these are consistent with the electron acceptor or electron
donor character of these units, respectively (Table 2). The
HOMO and LUMO energy values, calculated from the oxidation
and reduction waves, are approximately −5.4 and −2.7 eV,
respectively, for all three complexes (Table 2).
The charge transport properties were measured by the space

charge limited current (SCLC) method, as described in the
Supporting Information. With this technique, mobility can be
extracted from current/voltage characteristic curves if enough
charges are injected form the electrodes and the SCLC regime is
reached. Because charges have to travel between two electrodes,
in anisotropic materials the measured mobility reflects the
macroscopic degree of order and the orientation of the phase
symmetry axes with respect to the electrodes. It is possible to
measure charge mobility following several other experimental
methods. Among the most common ones is the so-called time of
flight (TOF) technique, where a short light pulse is used to
generate charges close to the surface of a sample: the resulting
transient current generated by an applied electric field is
measured, and mobility is obtained if the thickness of the sample
is known. In anisotropic materials, TOF mobility depends
strongly on the size and on the orientation of different
orientational domains, exactly as in the case of SCLC.
Orientational issues are also important when considering
mobility measurements extracted from field effect transistors
(FET). In this case, what is measured is the current flowing,
between the source and drain electrodes, through the first few
molecular layers over the insulator: the measured value of
mobility is determined by the orientational order at the sample/
insulator interface, which can be controlled only to some extent
by using specific surface treatments. Mobility can also be
obtained from measurements of time-resolved microwave
conductivity (TRMC), often following charge generation from
an electron pulse. In this case, given the very short diffusion
distance covered by charges during the measurement time, the
measured mobility is not sensitive to orientational order.
However, the main drawback of such an approach is that hole
and electron mobilities cannot be distinguished, and this is a
major problem in ambipolar materials.

One of the requirements of SCLCmethod is to have an ohmic
contact between the injecting electrodes and the HOMO or
LUMO levels to measure hole mobility and electron mobility,
respectively. For hole mobility measurements, the cells were
prepared with a glass covered by indium tin oxide (ITO) and
another one covered by gold. For measurement of electron
mobility, given the values of the LUMO energies, Ca injecting
electrodes were selected. However, when such electrodes came
into contact with the compounds, the metal was oxidized
immediately. As a consequence, two other kinds of electron
injecting electrodes were tried: Al and ZnO. Al did not show any
electron injecting behavior, but ZnO did, despite the energy
mismatch between its conduction band and the LUMO level of
the studied compounds. Electron mobility measurements were
then carried out in cells with two identical ZnO electrodes.
All such cells, both for electron and for hole mobility

measurements, were filled by capillarity by heating the material
above the isotropic liquid transition and, after sample filling, by
cooling the cell to room temperature. The details of sample
preparation and mobility measurement are included in the
Supporting Information.
Several thermal treatments were performed in an effort to

obtain long-range, uniform alignment of the columns over large
areas of the samples. However, such attempts were not
successful, and, as shown by optical microscopy, all measure-
ments were performed on polydomain samples. The conse-
quence of such nonuniform alignment is that the measured
mobility was different in different positions of the same sample.
In particular, for both holes and electrons, all measurements fell
within two different ranges separated by 3−4 orders of
magnitude: no mobility measurement gave results within the
“empty” range. In addition, in the same sample area defined by
the electrode, mobility had a tendency to increase with time:
often, a first measurement performed immediately after sample
preparation (cooling) fell in the low mobility range, while the
same measurement carried out a few days or weeks later fell
within the higher mobility range. This was particularly evident in
the case of T3C4-TPC4, which forms a glassy phase upon cooling,
followed by slow formation of the columnar mesophase.
However, similar behavior was also observed with the other
two compounds, albeit less frequently, and this suggests a
tendency toward self-healing of defects in this class of materials.
A decrease in mobility with time was not observed in any sample.
In the case of T3C4-TPC10, mobilities in the higher mobility
range were not measured.

Table 2. Electrochemical Data for Complexes T3C4-TPC10, T3C4-TPC6, and T3C4-TPC4

complex Ered vs Ag/AgCl (V) Ered vs FOC (V)a Eox vs Ag/AgCl (V) Eox vs FOC (V)a HOMO (eV)b LUMO (eV)c

T3C4-TPC10 −1.70 −2.13 1.05 0.62 −5.42 −2.67
T3C4-TPC6 −1.60 −2.03 1.07 0.64 −5.44 −2.77
T3C4-TPC4 −1.58 −2.01 1.05 0.62 −5.42 −2.79

aE1/2 = 0.43 V vs Ag/AgCl. bEHOMO = −e[Eox vs FOC + 4.8 V]. cELUMO = −e[Ered vs FOC + 4.8 V].

Table 3. Charge Mobility Values for Complexes T3C4-TPC10, T3C4-TPC6, and T3C4-TPC4

mobilitya (cm2 s−1 V−1)

T3C4-TPC10 T3C4-TPC6 T3C4-TPC4

hole (8 ± 6) × 10−4 (9 ± 4) × 10−3 (1 ± 0.3) × 10−2

[(1.2 ± 0.1) × 10−8] [(4 ± 1) × 10−9] [(8 ± 1) × 10−9]
electron (7 ± 5) × 10−2 (6 ± 3) × 10−3

[(2 ± 0.6) × 10−8] [(2 ± 0.8) × 10−6] [(9 ± 2) × 10−7]
aIn the upper row, the average mobility in the higher range is shown. The value in square brackets is the average mobility in the lower range.
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The results, taken as average values from different positions
and different samples, are listed in Table 3. Themobility values in
the low range are typical of amorphous or highly disordered
phases. The higher mobility values can be considered as arising
from areas of the sample with a more uniform director
orientation and/or a director orientation closer to the normal
to the electrodes. As always with SCLCmeasurements, the values
can be considered as an estimate of the lower limit for the
mobility in the columnar phase.
The lack of director uniformity in the samples is reflected by

the large standard deviations for the measured mobilities. In
addition, different compounds showed different tendencies to
form larger domains regardless of their orientation. For these
reasons, it does not seem reasonable to compare the mobilities of
the three studied compounds to establish a structure/property
relationship.
In contrast, data should be discussed in terms of mobility for

the whole class of materials. Measurements show that columnar
phases formed by T3C4-TPCn exhibit ambipolar charge
transport, with hole mobilities in the 10−3−10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1

range and electron mobilities in the 10−2−10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1

range. Such mobility values for holes and electrons are in the
medium-high range when compared to the mobilities observed
in other, nonambipolar columnar phases. The same can be said
when considering the mobilities measured in other ambipolar
smectic phases67 or phases obtained by using donor−acceptor
dyads,68 polymers,69−72 or even solid solutions.73 Particularly for
triphenylene materials, hole mobility values have been reported
in the range of 10−4−10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1.15,24−30 In a few cases,
electron mobilities have been measured, obtaining values as fast
as for hole mobility, in the range of 10−3−10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1 by the
TOF method.15 If we take into account ambipolar columnar
structures with segregated stacks of donors and acceptors, as in
our case, both the electron and the hole mobilities exhibited by
T3C4-TPCn are about 1−2 orders of magnitude higher than
those reported in the literature for similar systems.45,51

■ CONCLUSIONS
Supramolecular hydrogen-bonded complexes between a tris-
(triazolyl)triazine derivative (T3C4) and triphenylene-contain-
ing benzoic acids (A-TPC10, ATPC6, and A-TPC4) have been
prepared. Evidence for the formation of the 1:3 supramolecular
complexes was obtained from studies in the mesophase by
different techniques, such as infrared sprectroscopy and solid-
state NMR (13C CPMAS). All of the complexes, which are
formed by nonmesogenic components, show hexagonal
columnar mesomorphism at room temperature with intra-
columnar order and segregated tris(triazoly)triazine and
triphenylene cores, as deduced from X-ray diffraction studies
and confirmed by electron density distribution maps. The
supramolecular complexes exhibit ambipolar charge transport
properties, with electron mobilities roughly 1 order of magnitude
higher than hole mobilities.
This novel supramolecular/columnar approach has proven to

be a versatile way to obtain ordered functional liquid crystals with
a coaxial nanosegregation of donors and acceptors. The highly
ordered triphenylene-containing structures obtained in this work
are very promising for applications as organic semiconductors.
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